Web Accessibility
Recognition Scheme
Technical Workshop (Website)

Website
Stream
Judging Criteria
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Website Stream

Friendly Website
Meet 4 criteria for website and pledge to provide accessibility features
FW01. Provide meaningful text alternative for non-text contents
FW02. Allow to perform operation to essential content through a keyboard interface
FW03. Make essential contents easy to be used with assistive technologies
FW04. Provide an accessibility statement with contact points for the website
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Website Stream

Silver Award
Meet 13 judging criteria for website to provide basic accessibility features
W01. Provide meaningful text alternative for non-text contents
W02. Provide accessible Flash/Animated contents or allow to skip
W03. Allow to perform all operations through a keyboard interface
W04. Easy to turn off background sound or set as user-initiated only
W05. Provide means to close popup windows
W06. Provide clear and informative links
W07. Provide accurate and appropriate headings/labels
W08. Make website content easy to be used with assistive technologies
W09. Make website structure in a consistent navigation mechanism
W10. Make website content in meaningful sequence
W11. Provide input assistance such as proper labels for user input and error identification and description etc
W12. Text can be resized up to 200 percent without loss of content
W13. Provide an accessibility statement with contact points for the website
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Website Stream

Gold Award
Meet 24 judging criteria for website to provide better web accessibility features
W14. Provide accessible PDFs within scope of assessment published in the recent 2 years
W15. Build webpages with predictable operations
W16. Able to skip repetitive blocks
W17. Provide multiple ways to retrieve content
W18. Build webpages with user-initiated auto-updating
W19. Provide sufficient time for users to read the content and operate the function
W20. Provide sufficient colour contrast
W21. Ensure correct syntax of webpages for compatibility with browsers and assistive technologies
W22. Provide transcript, captions or sign language for 30% of pre-recorded videos published in the recent 2 years
W23. Provide meaningful title, summary or description for table header as well as data
W24. Provide error prevention for transactions
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Website Stream

Triple Gold Award
Attained Gold Award of the Scheme for 3 consecutive scheme years (2015, 2016 & 2018)
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Website Stream

FRIENDLY WEBSITE
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W01

FW01. Provide meaningful text alternative for non-text contents
Before Rectification

After Rectification

All non-text contents, such as icons, photos, pictures, images, banners and maps that are presented to users have a text alternative
that provides a meaningful description.
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W01

FW01. Provide meaningful text alternative for non-text contents
Example
<img alt="A website sample with a photograph without a text
alternative." src="./images/8-01-1.jpg" title="A website
sample with a photograph without a text alternative.">

All non-text contents, such as icons, photos, pictures, images, banners and maps that are presented to users have a text alternative
that provides a meaningful description.
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W01

FW01. Provide meaningful text alternative for non-text contents
Example

alt=”” for decorative or
non-meaningful images

All non-text contents, such as icons, photos, pictures, images, banners and maps that are presented to users have a text alternative
that provides a meaningful description.
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W01

FW01. Provide meaningful text alternative for non-text contents
HOW TO CHECK
-

WAVE

All non-text contents, such as icons, photos, pictures, images, banners and maps that are presented to users have a text alternative
that provides a meaningful description.
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W01

FW01. Provide meaningful text alternative for non-text contents
HOW TO CHECK
-

WAVE

All non-text contents, such as icons, photos, pictures, images, banners and maps that are presented to users have a text alternative
that provides a meaningful description.
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W01

FW01. Provide meaningful text alternative for non-text contents
HOW TO CHECK
-

WAVE

All non-text contents, such as icons, photos, pictures, images, banners and maps that are presented to users have a text alternative
that provides a meaningful description.
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W01

FW01. Provide meaningful text alternative for non-text contents

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_1_non_text_content.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/text-equiv-all.html

All non-text contents, such as icons, photos, pictures, images, banners and maps that are presented to users have a text alternative
that provides a meaningful description.
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W03

FW02. Allow to perform operation to essential content through a
keyboard interface

The pages containing essential content, such as company
background, scope of service, address and contacts, can be
navigated from the landing page through keyboard

Example:
Link, button and input field can be access by “Tab” button, “Enter”
button
Content can be access by“arrow up” and “arrow down” buttons

The pages containing essential content, such as company background, scope of service, address and contacts, can be navigated
from the landing page through keyboard
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W03

FW02. Allow to perform operation to essential content through a
keyboard interface
Example
Example 1: A drawing Program.
A drawing program allows users to create, size, position and rotate objects from the keyboard.
Example 2: A drag and Drop Feature.
An application that uses drag and drop also supports "cut" and "paste" or form controls to move objects.
Example 3: Moving between and connecting discrete points.

A connect-the-dots program allows the user to move between dots on a screen and use the spacebar to connect the current
dot to the previous one.

The pages containing essential content, such as company background, scope of service, address and contacts, can be navigated
from the landing page through keyboard
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W03

FW02. Allow to perform operation to essential content through a
keyboard interface
Example
Example 4: Exception - Painting Program.
A watercolor painting program passes as an exception because the brush strokes vary depending on the speed and duration
of the movements.
Example 5: Exception - Model helicopter flight training simulator.
A model helicopter flight training simulator passes as an exception because the nature of the simulator is to teach real-time
behavior of a model helicopter.
Example 6: A PDA with an optional keyboard
A PDA device that is usually operated via a stylus has an optional keyboard that can be attached. The keyboard allows full
Web browsing in standard fashion. The Web content is operable because it was designed to work with keyboard-only access.
The pages containing essential content, such as company background, scope of service, address and contacts, can be navigated
from the landing page through keyboard
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W03

FW02. Allow to perform operation to essential content through a
keyboard interface
Example

1. All <a> link can be:
Click “Tab” to select the link,
Click “Enter” to access the url

2. Use tabindex to make sure the
button can be access by keyboard
when needed.

The pages containing essential content, such as company background, scope of service, address and contacts, can be navigated
from the landing page through keyboard
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W03

FW02. Allow to perform operation to essential content through a
keyboard interface

Before Rectification

After Rectification

The pages containing essential content, such as company background, scope of service, address and contacts, can be navigated
from the landing page through keyboard
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W03

FW02. Allow to perform operation to essential content through a
keyboard interface
Example

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_10_keyboard.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/keyboard-operation-keyboard-operable.html

The pages containing essential content, such as company background, scope of service, address and contacts, can be navigated
from the landing page through keyboard
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W08

FW03. Make essential contents easy to be used with assistive
technologies
Example

Use heading mark-up (h1..h6) on pages with essential information, such as company background, scope of service, address and
contacts, to identify headings in the content. Heading mark-up allows assistive technologies to present the heading status of text
to users.
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W08

FW03. Make essential contents easy to be used with assistive
technologies
Example

Use heading mark-up (h1..h6) to
identify headings in the content

Use heading mark-up (h1..h6) on pages with essential information, such as company background, scope of service, address and
contacts, to identify headings in the content. Heading mark-up allows assistive technologies to present the heading status of text
to users.
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W08

FW03. Make essential contents easy to be used with assistive
technologies
Fail Example

<head>
<title>Stock Market Up Today</title>
</head>

<body>
<!-- left nav -->
<div class="left-nav">
<h2>Site Navigation</h2>
<!-- content here -->
</div>
<!-- main contents -->
<div class="main">
<h1>Stock Market up today</h1>
<!-- article text here -->
</div>
<!-- right panel -->
<div class="left-nav">
<h2>Related links</h2>
<!-- content here -->
</div>
</body>
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W08

FW03. Make essential contents easy to be used with assistive
technologies
Fail Example
<table>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<th>Wednesday</td>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting with Jenny</td>
<td>AL</td>
<td>Doctor Williams</td>
<td>Sam again</td>
<td>Leave for San Antonio</td>
</tr>
</table>

Correct Example
<table>
<tr>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting with Jenny</td>
<td>AL</td>
<td>Doctor Williams</td>
<td>Sam again</td>
<td>Leave for San Antonio</td>
</tr>
</table>
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W01

FW01. Provide meaningful text alternative for non-text contents
HOW TO CHECK
-

WAVE

All non-text contents, such as icons, photos, pictures, images, banners and maps that are presented to users have a text alternative
that provides a meaningful description.
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W01

FW01. Provide meaningful text alternative for non-text contents
HOW TO CHECK
-

WAVE

All non-text contents, such as icons, photos, pictures, images, banners and maps that are presented to users have a text alternative
that provides a meaningful description.
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Website Stream - Friendly Website

Reference to: W13

FW04. Provide an accessibility statement with contact points for
the website
Example

https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/important_notices/
Provide an accessibility statement with contact point for website users to contact the website owners when they encounter
accessibility problems.
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Website Stream

SILVER AWARD
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W01. Provide meaningful text alternative for non-text contents
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criteria in WCAG1 2.0 – 1.1.1 [Level A])
All non-text contents, such as icons, photos, pictures, images, banners and maps that are presented to users have a text alternative
that provides a meaningful description.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W01. Provide meaningful text alternative for non-text contents
Example

Image with meaningful text
alternative

(Corresponding success criteria in WCAG1 2.0 – 1.1.1 [Level A])
All non-text contents, such as icons, photos, pictures, images, banners and maps that are presented to users have a text alternative
that provides a meaningful description.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W01. Provide meaningful text alternative for non-text contents
Example

alt=”” for decorative or
non-meaningful images

(Corresponding success criteria in WCAG1 2.0 – 1.1.1 [Level A])
All non-text contents, such as icons, photos, pictures, images, banners and maps that are presented to users have a text alternative
that provides a meaningful description.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W01. Provide meaningful text alternative for non-text contents

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_1_non_text_content.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/text-equiv-all.html
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W02. Provide accessible Flash/Animated contents or allow to skip

The large Flash element on this
example blocks the users from
getting to the main content.

If Flash/Animated content is provided, accessible version Flash/Animated content or a skip function shall be provided.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W02. Provide accessible Flash/Animated contents or allow to skip

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/top_ten_concerns/6_1_skipflash.html

If Flash/Animated content is provided, accessible version Flash/Animated content or a skip function shall be provided.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W03. Allow to perform all operations through a keyboard interface

Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 2.1.1 [Level A])
All functions on a webpage are operable through a keyboard interface; the operation shall not enforce a time limit for individual
keystrokes.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W03. Allow to perform all operations through a keyboard interface
Example

In some cases, the text is already associated with the control through a required attribute. For example, submit buttons use the
button element text or image 'alt' attribute as the name. In the case of form controls, label elements or 'title' attributes are used.
The following table describes how the role, name, value, and state are determined for HTML links and form controls.

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 2.1.1 [Level A])
All functions on a webpage are operable through a keyboard interface; the operation shall not enforce a time limit for individual
keystrokes.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W03. Allow to perform all operations through a keyboard interface
Example

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 2.1.1 [Level A])
All functions on a webpage are operable through a keyboard interface; the operation shall not enforce a time limit for individual
keystrokes.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W03. Allow to perform all operations through a keyboard interface

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_10_keyboard.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/keyboard-operation-keyboard-operable.html
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W04. Easy to turn off background sound or set as user-initiated
only
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 1.4.2 [Level A])
If any audio on a webpage plays automatically for more than 3 seconds, either a function is available to pause or stop the audio, or
a function is available to control audio volume independently for that specific audio.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W04. Easy to turn off background sound or set as user-initiated
only

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_9_audio_control.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/visual-audio-contrast-dis-audio.html
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W05. Provide means to close popup windows
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 2.1.2 [Level A])
If there is a popup window, a close button shall be included to allow closing the popup window through keyboard interfaces.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W05. Provide means to close popup windows

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_11_keyboard_trap.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/keyboard-operation-trapping.html
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W06. Provide clear and informative links
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 2.4.4 [Level A])
If there is a link, either the link text alone or the text preceding the link is clear and meaningful in order to help users navigate.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W06. Provide clear and informative links
Example

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 2.4.4 [Level A])
If there is a link, either the link text alone or the text preceding the link is clear and meaningful in order to help users navigate.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W06. Provide clear and informative links

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_18_link_purpose.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/navigation-mechanisms-refs.html
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W07. Provide accurate and appropriate headings/labels
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 2.4.6 [Level AA])
To help users understand what information is contained in the webpage and how information is organised, use clear and
appropriate headings and labels to describe a topic or purpose.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W07. Provide accurate and appropriate headings/labels

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2aa/9_7_headings_and_labels.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/navigation-mechanisms-descriptive.html
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W08. Make website content easy to be used with assistive
technologies
Example

Use heading mark-up (h1..h6) to
identify headings in the content

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 1.3.1 [Level A])
Use heading mark-up (h1..h6) to identify headings in the content. Heading mark-up allows assistive technologies to present the
heading status of text to users.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W08. Make website content easy to be used with assistive
technologies
Example

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 1.3.1 [Level A])
Use heading mark-up (h1..h6) to identify headings in the content. Heading mark-up allows assistive technologies to present the
heading status of text to users.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W08. Make website content easy to be used with assistive
technologies

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_5_info_and_relationships.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/content-structure-separation-programmatic.html
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W09. Make website structure in a consistent navigation
mechanism
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 3.2.3 [Level AA])
Navigational mechanisms that are repeated on multiple webpages within a set of webpages occur in the corresponding relative
order each time they are repeated, unless a change is initiated by the user.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W09. Make website structure in a consistent navigation
mechanism

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2aa/9_10_language_of_parts.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/consistent-behavior-consistent-locations.html
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W10. Make website content in meaningful sequence
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 1.3.2, 2.4.3 [Level A])
If webpage content needs to be read in a certain order to make sense, webpage shall be written/coded in a way which indicates
this order.
Webpage, especially web form, shall be coded in a logical manner when read by assistive technologies.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W10. Make website content in meaningful sequence
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 1.3.2, 2.4.3 [Level A])
If webpage content needs to be read in a certain order to make sense, webpage shall be written/coded in a way which indicates
this order.
Webpage, especially web form, shall be coded in a logical manner when read by assistive technologies.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W10. Make website content in meaningful sequence

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_6_meaningful_sequence.html

https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_17_focus_order.html
More Information from W3C

https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/content-structure-separation-sequence.html
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/navigation-mechanisms-focus-order.html
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W11. Provide input assistance such as proper labels for user input
and error identification and description etc.
Before Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 3.3.1, 3.3.2 [Level A])
If an input error is automatically detected, the error shall be identified and described to users.
Labels or instructions are provided when prompting user input.

After Rectification
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W11. Provide input assistance such as proper labels for user input
and error identification and description etc.
Before Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 3.3.1, 3.3.2 [Level A])
If an input error is automatically detected, the error shall be identified and described to users.
Labels or instructions are provided when prompting user input.

After Rectification
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W11. Provide input assistance such as proper labels for user input
and error identification and description etc.

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_22_error_identification.html

https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_23_labels_or_instructions.html
More Information from W3C

https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/minimize-error-identified.html
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/minimize-error-cues.html
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W12. Text can be resized up to 200 percent without loss of
content
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 1.4.4 [Level AA])
Except for captions and images of text, text can be resized without assistive technology up to 200 percent without loss of content
or functionality.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W12. Text can be resized up to 200 percent without loss of
content

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2aa/9_4_resize_text.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/visual-audio-contrast-scale.html
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W13. Provide an accessibility statement with contact points for
the website
Example

Provide an accessibility statement with contact point for website users to contact the website owners when they encounter
accessibility problems.
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Website Stream - Silver Award

W13. Provide an accessibility statement with contact points for
the website

Example from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/important_notices/
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Website Stream

GOLD AWARD
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W14. Provide accessible PDFs within scope of assessment
published in the recent 2 years

For any PDF documents in the webpage, it shall provide the following accessible features within scope of
assessment published in the recent 2 years, if applicable, –

(a) Provide meaningful text alternatives for images (Corresponding Techniques PDF1 for WCAG 2.0)
(b) Ensure correct tab and reading order (Corresponding Techniques PDF3 for WCAG 2.0)
(c) Use table elements for table markup (Corresponding Techniques PDF6 for WCAG 2.0)
(d) Set the default language in the document catalog (Corresponding Techniques PDF16 for WCAG 2.0)
(e) Specify the document title (Corresponding Techniques PDF18 for WCAG 2.0)
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W14. Provide accessible PDFs within scope of assessment
published in the recent 2 years
Provide meaningful text alternatives for images (Corresponding Techniques PDF1 for WCAG 2.0)
Before Rectification

After Rectification

The objective of this technique is to provide text alternatives
for images via an /Alt entry in the property list for a Tag.

For any PDF documents in the webpage, it shall provide the following accessible features within scope of assessment published in
the recent 2 years.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W14. Provide accessible PDFs within scope of assessment
published in the recent 2 years
Ensure correct tab and reading order (Corresponding Techniques PDF3 for WCAG 2.0)

The intent of this technique is to ensure that
users can navigate through content in a
logical order that is consistent with the
meaning of the content. Correct tab and
reading order is typically accomplished
using a tool for authoring PDF.

For any PDF documents in the webpage, it shall provide the following accessible features within scope of assessment published in
the recent 2 years.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W14. Provide accessible PDFs within scope of assessment
published in the recent 2 years
Use table elements for table markup (Corresponding Techniques PDF6 for WCAG 2.0)

The purpose of this technique is to show how tables in PDF
documents can be marked up so that they are recognized by
assistive technology. This is typically accomplished by using a
tool for authoring PDF.

For any PDF documents in the webpage, it shall provide the following accessible features within scope of assessment published in
the recent 2 years.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W14. Provide accessible PDFs within scope of assessment
published in the recent 2 years
Set the default language in the document catalog (Corresponding Techniques PDF16 for WCAG 2.0)

The objective of this technique is to specify a
document's default language by setting the
/Lang entry in the document catalog. This is
normally accomplished using a tool for
authoring PDF.

For any PDF documents in the webpage, it shall provide the following accessible features within scope of assessment published in
the recent 2 years.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W14. Provide accessible PDFs within scope of assessment
published in the recent 2 years
Specify the document title (Corresponding Techniques PDF18 for WCAG 2.0)

The intent of this technique is to show how a
descriptive title for a PDF document can be
specified for assistive technology by using
the /Title entry in the document information
dictionary and by setting the DisplayDocTitle
flag to True in a viewer preferences
dictionary. This is typically accomplished by
using a tool for authoring PDF.

For any PDF documents in the webpage, it shall provide the following accessible features within scope of assessment published in
the recent 2 years.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W14. Provide accessible PDFs within scope of assessment
published in the recent 2 years

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG-TECHS/pdf.html
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W15. Build webpages with predictable operations
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 3.2.1 [Level A])
For any component that is able to trigger an event, it will not change the context (for example jumping to a new window)
immediately when the component receives focus.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W15. Build webpages with predictable operations

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_20_on_focus.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/consistent-behavior-receive-focus.html

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 3.2.1 [Level A])
For any component that is able to trigger an event, it will not change the context (for example jumping to a new window)
immediately when the component receives focus.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W16. Able to skip repetitive blocks
Before Rectification

After Rectification

.(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0–2.4.1 [Level A])
A mechanism is available to bypass blocks of content that are repeated on multiple webpages.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W16. Able to skip repetitive blocks

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_15_bypass_blocks.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/navigation-mechanisms-skip.html

.(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0–2.4.1 [Level A])
A mechanism is available to bypass blocks of content that are repeated on multiple webpages.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W17. Provide multiple ways to retrieve content
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 2.4.5 [Level AA])
Provide more than one way to access a webpage such as using a search function, site map, standard navigation, etc.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W17. Provide multiple ways to retrieve content

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2aa/9_6_multiple_ways.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/navigation-mechanisms-mult-loc.html

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 2.4.5 [Level AA])
Provide more than one way to access a webpage such as using a search function, site map, standard navigation, etc.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W18. Build webpages with user-initiated auto-updating
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 2.2.2 [Level A])
If there is any moving information that starts automatically and lasts more than five seconds, there shall be a mechanism for users
to pause, stop or hide it.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W18. Build webpages with user-initiated auto-updating

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_13_pause_stop_hide.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/time-limits-pause.html

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 2.2.2 [Level A])
If there is any moving information that starts automatically and lasts more than five seconds, there shall be a mechanism for users
to pause, stop or hide it.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W19. Provide sufficient time for users to read the content and
operate the function
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 2.2.1 [Level A])
If there is a time-limited function, sufficient time shall be allowed for users to interact with the content through the following (a) time limit can be turned off; or
(b) time limit can be extended by a simple action
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W19. Provide sufficient time for users to read the content and
operate the function

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_12_timing_adjustable.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/time-limits-required-behaviors.html

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 2.2.1 [Level A])
If there is a time-limited function, sufficient time shall be allowed for users to interact with the content through the following (a) time limit can be turned off; or
(b) time limit can be extended by a simple action
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W20. Provide sufficient colour contrast
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 1.4.3 [Level AA])
Visual presentation of text and images of text has a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1. Logo or brand name is exempted.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W20. Provide sufficient colour contrast
Example

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 1.4.3 [Level AA])
Visual presentation of text and images of text has a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1. Logo or brand name is exempted.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W20. Provide sufficient colour contrast

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2aa/9_3_contrast_minimum.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/visual-audio-contrast-contrast.html

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 1.4.3 [Level AA])
Visual presentation of text and images of text has a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1. Logo or brand name is exempted.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W21. Ensure correct syntax of webpages for compatibility with
browsers and assistive technologies
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 4.1.1 [Level A])
For content coded with mark-up languages, elements shall have complete start and end tags, correct nested coding.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W21. Ensure correct syntax of webpages for compatibility with
browsers and assistive technologies

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_24_parsing.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/ensure-compat-parses.html

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 4.1.1 [Level A])
For content coded with mark-up languages, elements shall have complete start and end tags, correct nested coding.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W22. Provide transcript, captions or sign language for 30% of
pre-recorded videos published in the recent 2 years
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Relevant success criterion in WCAG 2.0 –1.2.1, 1.2.2 [Level A] and 1.2.6 [Level AAA])
Transcript, captions or sign language are provided for 30% of pre-recorded videos and audio content published in the most recent 2
years, except when the media is a media alternative for text and is clearly labelled as such.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W22. Provide transcript, captions or sign language for 30% of
pre-recorded videos published in the recent 2 years
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Relevant success criterion in WCAG 2.0 –1.2.1, 1.2.2 [Level A] and 1.2.6 [Level AAA])
Transcript, captions or sign language are provided for 30% of pre-recorded videos and audio content published in the most recent 2
years, except when the media is a media alternative for text and is clearly labelled as such.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W22. Provide transcript, captions or sign language for 30% of
pre-recorded videos published in the recent 2 years
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Relevant success criterion in WCAG 2.0 –1.2.1, 1.2.2 [Level A] and 1.2.6 [Level AAA])
Transcript, captions or sign language are provided for 30% of pre-recorded videos and audio content published in the most recent 2
years, except when the media is a media alternative for text and is clearly labelled as such.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W22. Provide transcript, captions or sign language for 30% of
pre-recorded videos published in the recent 2 years

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_2_audio_only_video_only.html

https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_3_captions.html
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/appendix_1/a1_126_sign_language.html
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W22. Provide transcript, captions or sign language for 30% of
pre-recorded videos published in the recent 2 years

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/media-equiv-av-only-alt.html
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/media-equiv-captions.html
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/media-equiv-sign.html
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W23. Provide meaningful title, summary or description for table
header as well as data
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 1.3.1 [Level A])
To ensure that the information and relationships of content conveyed in form of a table is perceivable to all.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W23. Provide meaningful title, summary or description for table
header as well as data

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2a/8_5_info_and_relationships.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/content-structure-separation-programmatic.html

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 1.3.1 [Level A])
To ensure that the information and relationships of content conveyed in form of a table is perceivable to all.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W24. Provide error prevention for transactions
Before Rectification

After Rectification

(Corresponding success criterion in WCAG 2.0 – 3.3.4 [Level AA])
For transaction involved legal or financial commitments, error prevention mechanism shall be included through at least one of the
following–
(a) Reversible: submissions are reversible.
(b) Checked: input data are checked for errors and users are allowed to correct them.
(c) Confirmed: a mechanism is available for reviewing, confirming, and correcting information before finalising the submission.
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Website Stream - Gold Award

W24. Provide error prevention for transactions

More Information from OGCIO
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/hand
book/wcag2aa/9_13_error_prevention.html

More Information from W3C
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/minimize-error-reversible.html
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TESTING TECHNIQUES
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Testing Techniques for Web Accessibility
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Testing Techniques for Web Accessibility

Code Scanning
Many accessibility issues can be detected automatically using software tools. These tools should be used to test the
webpage coding during the development stages and when performing a web accessibility audit of a website.
After completing code scanning and when all identified issues are rectified, carry out other forms of testing as mentioned
below to check for items that cannot be tested automatically.
Example Tools :
- AChecker
- WAVE
- Total Validator
- Adobe Acrobat Pro DC
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Testing Techniques for Web Accessibility

Code Scanning

-

AChecker

URL: https://achecker.ca/checker/index.php
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Testing Techniques for Web Accessibility

Code Scanning

-

WAVE

URL: https://wave.webaim.org/
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Testing Techniques for Web Accessibility
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Testing Techniques for Web Accessibility
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Testing Techniques for Web Accessibility
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Testing Techniques for Web Accessibility
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Testing Techniques for Web Accessibility

Visual Review
A great deal can be learnt about the accessibility of a website just by visual browsing while having in mind the following questions:
Can the content be easily read?
Can the forms for collecting input be used effectively?
We suggest paying particular attention to anything visual that might not work well for persons with visual impairments, for example:

Is the text too small?
Does it use pale coloured text on a pale background, making the text hard to read?
A simple look at a website can reveal many potential web accessibility issues for persons with disabilities.
Some recommended approaches that should be included in a visual review are:

Turn off cascading style sheets (CSS). This is how your website will often be interpreted by screen readers. Does the content have a
logical flow and structure?
Try using the built in browser text enlargement functions. Do they work?
Try moving around the webpages using just a keyboard. Can we access all the links and functions?
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Testing Techniques for Web Accessibility

Visual Review
Example Tools :
- Colour Contrast Analyser
- Web Developer (Firefox plugin)
- Color Contrast Checker
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Visual Review

-

Colour Contrast Checker
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Testing Techniques for Web Accessibility

Manual Testing with Screen Readers
An easy way to experience how persons with visual impairments use a website is to simply turn off the monitor and attempt to
use the website with screen readers.
Navigate the website and determine just how much information we can access through the screen readers.
Try reading the headings, navigations, images, and also test more complex features such as input forms and tables.
Example Tools :
- JAWS
- NVDA
- VoiceOver
- Windows Light
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Testing Techniques for Web Accessibility

Manual Testing with Screen Readers - JAWS
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Testing Techniques for Web Accessibility

Manual Testing with Screen Readers - NVDA
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Testing Techniques for Web Accessibility

Testing with Other Tools
Other than screen readers, persons with disabilities may use a variety of other tools to interact with a website. Two particular
types of widely used tools are:
Screen Magnification Tools – these commonly used tools allow people to zoom into sections of a screen and change the
contrast levels.
Test a website with these tools and rectify issues found.
Voice Control Tools – some severe motor disabilities leave using voice commands as the only means to interact with a
website. People speak into a microphone with commands such as "next link", "go", etc.
Testing using these tools reveals issues which are difficult to identify through the other methods.

Example Tools :
- ZoomText Magnifier
- Dragon NaturallySpeaking
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Testing Techniques for Web Accessibility

Human Testing
The most thorough approach to ensure web accessibility is to test a website with persons with various disabilities to learn
what areas are difficult for them to access. As this testing method requires more time and resources, it is best to first
undertake the above four types of testing methods to rectify as many web accessibility issues as possible, and then use
human testing at later stages of a project to uncover more subtle issues.

Some organisations supporting persons with disabilities can help by providing free or affordable human testing services.
These organisations include the Hong Kong Blind Union, the Hong Kong Blind Sports Association Ltd., Hong Kong Sign
Language Association, the Hong Kong Society for the Blind and the Retina Hong Kong. Website owners may contact these
organisations for assistance.
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Other Reference

Reference
OGCIO Web/Mobile App Accessibility Campaign
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/

Web Accessibility Handbook
https://www.ogcio.gov.hk/en/our_work/community/web_mobileapp_accessibility/promulgating_resources/handbook/

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/
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FAQ
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THE END

